Desperado Defense-Martial Arts Products
Foam Cord Nunchaku
Foam with 4-1/2 inches cord attachment.

$8.99
Foam Ball Bearing Nunchaku
Foam with ball bearing swivel. Available in Black with
screened Dragon, White with Black Dragon or Royal Blue.

$12.99

Octagon Demo Nunchaku
Wood octagon nunchaku with 1" nylon cord attachment.
Nylon cord is secured with pins for a smooth handle surface.
Smaller diameter than our regular octagon corded
Nunchaku. Light and easy to grab. These nunchaku are great
for demonstrations or for beginners learning how to handle
wood nunchaku. Natural color, 10 inches. Diameter 1 inch.

$12.99
Octagon Cord Nunchaku
Wood with 4-1/2 inches nylon cord attachment. Natural
color. Sizes 12 inches or 14 inches

$14.99

Nunchaku Case
Black vinyl exterior with soft cloth lining and zipper
closure. Holds one pair nunchaku.

$10.99

Carved Dragon Cord Nunchaku
Carved dragons illustrated on rounded wood nunchaku.
Black, red, and white accents. 4-1/2 inches nylon cord
attachment.
Size 12 inches. Diameter: 1-1/4 inch.

$22.99
Hand Carved Rattan Nunchaku
Lightweight, all natural rattan nunchaku. Spiral burn pattern
and hand carvings. Ball bearing swivel.
7 link chain. Diameter: 1-1/8 inch. Size 12 inches.

$23.99
White Wax Octagon Cord Nunchaku
White wax wood nunchaku with 4-1/2 inches nylon cord
attachment. Length: 12 inch. Diameter: 1-1/8 inch. Due to
state laws, we are not allowed to sell this item to the
following states: CA, MA, NY

$23.99

Ruled Chrome Nunchaku

Eye-catching chrome-taped nunchaku have a ruled pattern
with a 3-link ball bearing chain. Length: 12
inch. Diameter: 1 inch. Nunchaku Colors: Black or Blue

$25.99

White Wax Octagon Ball Bearing Nunchaku
White wax wood nunchaku with fast, smooth ball bearing
swivel. Length: 12 inches. Diameter: 1-1/8 inch. 7 link
chain. Due to state laws, we are not allowed to sell this item
to the following states: CA, MA, NY

$25.99
Holographic Nunchaku
Round 11" handles with 1" nylon cord attachment. Each
pair weighs approximately 4 ounces.

$27.99

White Wood Lotus Ball Bering Nunchaku
Nunchaku has round shaped handles. Made from strong and
light weight white wood lotus. Three link ball bearing
attachment. Diameter: 1-1/8 inch. Note: Due to state laws,
we are not allowed to sell this item to the following states:
CA, MA, NY

$27.99

Corded Graphite Nunchaku
Lightweight and eye-catching! 4-1/2 inches nylon cord
attachment. Smooth metallic finish. Rounded handles
These lightweight and eye-catching Corded Graphite
Nunchaku has a 4-1/2 inches nylon cord attachment.
Smooth metallic finish. Rounded handles. NOTE: Due to
state laws, we are not allowed to sell this item to the
following states: CA, MA, and NY. Size 12 inches
Colors: Red, Blue, Black, Black/Blue, Black/Red or
Black/Silver

$32.99

Ball Bearing Graphite Nunchaku
These lightweight and eye-catching ball-bearing Graphite
Nunchaku has a fast, ball bearing swivel attachment.
Smooth metallic finish. Rounded handles. NOTE: Due to
state laws, we are not allowed to sell this item to the
following states: CA, MA, and NY. Size 12 inches. Chain
Link: 5 Links. Diameter: 1-1/4 inch

$49.99
Graphite Animal Nunchaku
Graphite ball bearing chucks with beautiful Asian inspired
animal prints. Features four link chain. Size: 12 inches.
Dragon or Tiger.

$49.99

Chrome Stripe Taped Competition Nunchaku
An eye catching horizontal striped tape accents the
lightweight white wood lotus handles of this nunchaku with
ball bearing attachment. Details:
Length: 12 inches
Chain: 3 link chain
Diameter: .9 inch
Colors: Red with Silver, Blue with Silver or Black with
Silver

$49.99

XMA Nunchaku
Round graphite handles connected with a smooth ball
bearing chain attachment designed for Xtreme action and
smooth performance.
XMA Nunchaku has round graphite handles connected with
a smooth ball bearing chain attachment designed for Xtreme
action and smooth performance.
XMA logo and kanji emblazoned on handle to complete the
stunning look. Features clear grip tape on one handle.
Available in 9 inch or 12 inch. Diameter is 0.7 inch. Chain
Details: 9 inch is a 2-1/2 inch three link chain. 12 inch is a
3-/1/4 four link chain.
Colors: Black, Silver or Red.
Size: 9 inch or 12 inch

$54.99

Related Martial Arts Equipment

Single Wrap Karate Belts
$8.59

Super Middleweight
Brushed Cotton Martial arts
Uniform
$65.99

Middleweight Student
Uniform with Drawstring
Pant
$25.99

Cylinder Karate Belt Display
$37.99

Sport Sparring Gear Bag
$75.99

P2 Sparring Gear set
$89.99

Lightweight
Student
Martial
Arts
Uniform

by:
Century
Martial
Arts

Constructed of a lightweight cotton
and polyester fabric for easy care.
Karate uniform pants feature elastic
waist.
Sold as a complete martial arts
uniform in either Black or White.
White Belt included with purchase.
Fabric weight approximately 6 oz.
Idea for Karate or Taekwondo
students.
White - Sizes: 000 - 7
Black - Sizes: 000 - 7

Item# 0463

Color / Size
Color / Size

Sale Price:

$29.99

Wood
Kamas
Select
hardwood
Kamas. Sold
in pairs.
Natural
color.

Foam Blade
Kamas
Foam rubber
blades.
Lightweight
white wood
handles.
Silver
holographic
accents.

$25.99
$25.99
Steel
Kamas
Crafted after
authentic
kama. Wrist
slings. Size
7 inches
blade, 18
inches
handle.

Lightweight
Reflective
Kamas
14" white
wood
handles with
planed sides.
Silver prism
and red
taping on
ends of
handles.

$31.99
$36.99
Demo
Kamas
Natural
wood
handles are
planed on
both sides.
Lightweight.
Grooved,
polished
aluminum
blades.
$30.99

Zigzag
Chrome
Kamas
Brings some
life to your
weapons
collection.
12" chrometaped kama
with 5-hole
metal blade

XMA
Kamas
Aluminum
These eye
catching
competition
kamas
designed
with ultra
light wood
and are grip
wrapped to
avoid
slippage.

AL6000
Competition
Kamas
Competition
kamas that
stand out.
Get noticed
with these
Extremely
lightweight
kamas.

$54.99

$54.99
Competition
Kama
Unique
blade design
reduces air
resistance.
The ash
handles are
planed on
one side to
help indicate
blade
direction.

Chrome
Stripe
Taped
Competition
Kamas
Competition
kamas with
large spiral
prism tape
on the
handles stand
out during
competitions.

$56.99

$59.99

Sai Case
Black vinyl
with carrying
handles and
zipper opening.
Red felt inside
with center
dividing flap to
prevent direct
contact

Aluminum
Octagon Sais
100% Leather
wrapped
handles.
Octagon stems.
$51.99

$29.99
Round
Chrome Sais
100% Leather
wrapped
handle. Round
stems.
$69.99

Black Round
Sais
Sais martial
arts weapon,
Round iron
with black
electroplated
finish. 100
$69.99

Octagon
Chrome Sais
Sai, Leather
wrapped
handle.
Octagon stems.

Black Octagon
Sais
Martial arts sai,
100% Leather
wrapped
handle.
Octagon stems.

$69.99
$69.99

Butterfly
Swords
Unsharpened
chrome
finished
stainless steel
blades with
brown leather
wrapped
handles.
$49.99

Ninja Battle
Sword
This Ninja
sword has a
black
sharpened 440
stainless steel
blade and
features a
hexagonal
tsuba and cord
wrapped
handle.
$59.99

Royal Jin
Tachi Sword
This sword
features a 440
stainless steel
sharpened
blade with
finely detailed
bronze toned
fittings and
crane hand
guard
$59.99

Natural Finish
Shirasaya
Sword with
Curved
Handle
These display
Shirasaya
swords feature
laser etched
samurai code
on the 440
stainless steel
sharpened
blades that can
be seen through
the scabbards
with a curved
handle design.
$69.99

Cherry Finish
Shirasaya
Sword with
Curved
Handle
These display
Shirasaya
swords feature
laser etched
samurai code
on the 440
stainless steel
sharpened

Black
Shirasaya
Sword
This elegant
display
Shirasaya
sword features
laser etched
samurai code
$65.99

$65.99
2 Piece Brown
Wood Grain
Look Katana
Set
Sword Set
includes:
Katana and
wooden display
stand.
Decorative
dragon carved
piece in handle.
$89.99

4 Piece
Antiqued
Bronze Look
Sword Set
Beautiful four
piece
traditional
samurai sword
set includes:
Katana,
Wakizashi,
Tanto, and
black wooden
stand.
$119.99

4 Piece
Traditional
Samurai Kanji
Sword Set
Beautiful four
piece
traditional
samurai sword
set includes:
Katana,
Wakizashi,
Tanto, and
black wooden
stand. Japanese

XMA Xtreme
Competition
Sword
Exemplify the
spirit of XMA
with this
beautifully
crafted
competition
sword. Blade is
made from
aircraft grade
aluminum and
features

$119.99

$189.99

XMA
Competition
Sword
Serrated Wave
A beautiful,
fully functional
XMA
competition
sword featuring
aircraft grade
aluminum.
Unsharpened
serrated blade.
The sword
blade has a half
tang with a
blood groove
for optimal
sound during
swing.

Hand Crafted
Katana with
Brass Guard Full Tang
Handmade
samurai sword
features
genuine ray
skin wrapped
handle, brass
tsuba and a
sharp polished
high carbon
steel blade with
blood groove.

$227.99

$379.99

Hand Crafted
Katana with
Round Guard
- Full Tang
Handmade
samurai sword
features
genuine ray
skin wrapped
handle, round
ornamental two
tone zinc allow
tsuba and a
sharp

Hand Crafted
Katana with
Silk Cord
Wrap: Full
Tang
Handmade
samurai sword
features
genuine ray
skin wrapped
handle and a
sharp polished
high carbon
steel blade with
blood groove.

$399.99
$489.99

